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Re: 2023 South Dakota Legislature, House Bill 1080, HELP, NOT HARM 

LGB Patriots is a non-partisan, political group advocating on behalf of lesbian, gay men and 
bisexuals, (same-sex attracted people,) and who are loyal patriots to the countries which have 
granted them their rights, equal to all other citizens. 

Motto: “Our ‘pride’ colors are red, white and blue, not rainbow.” 

LGB Patriots are HOMOSEXUALS and BISEXUALS, not TRANSSEXUALS. 

LGB Patriots rejects the intrusion and inclusion of GENDER DYSPHORIA, (euphemistically called 
transgender or LGBT,) as a sexuality when it is a medical diagnosis of a BODY DYSPHORIA: the 
BODY knows FACT, male or female, the MIND believes FICTION; born in the wrong body.  

Homosexuality is not a body dysphoria. 

LGB Patriots strenuously rejects the holocaust being perpetrated on youth, in the realm of Nazi Dr. 
Mengele, in the name of gay under the misleading title; “Gender Affirming Healthcare,” which 
results in actual damage to health and the need for constant care. 

These “gender affirming” surgeries are experimental with life-long consequences. No child nor 
young adult should be persuaded nor encouraged that cutting up their perfect bodies will fix their 
minds.  

These surgeries include double mastectomy, hysterectomy, vaginoplasty, (castration and inverting the 
penis into a surgeon created crotch hole,) phalloplasty, (slicing off a piece of forearm or thigh to 
create a fake penis.) 

Along with cross-sex hormones, these youths are left sterilized for life, in constant pain, a life without 
sexual pleasure and medical and pharmaceutical patients for life.  

Puberty blockers do not “pause” puberty, but irrevocably stunt normal adult development where 
boys are left with a child sized penis and girls left experiencing early osteoporosis and menopause. 

One hundred year research on Gender, Body Dysphoria records as 000.1% of humanity, mostly 
boys. Now we have a 4000 to 5000% rapid onset Gender Dysphoria, mostly girls, through social 
media influence, political pressure and the falsehood of “126 genders” creating new markets for Big 
Medicine and Big Pharma. The CASH COWING. 

But here is a caution: “There will be a day of sanity when we hold New Nuremberg Trials for Crimes 
Against Humanity.” Where will you stand on trial day? In the defense dock or for prosecution? 

LGB Patriots unequivocally endorses 2023 South Dakota Legislature, House Bill 1080. 
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